
 

 

 

Bears, 

 

2009, new year, new fortunes better results... maybe not. 

At least the bears have a new mascot and the first full size 

centerfold image this issue. 

 

A-Grade Round 7      Lost 

A case of the old calypso collapso 

A-Grade Round 8      Lost 

Lost chasing way too many 

A-Grade Round 9      Won 

Great team effort to get the second win for the season. 

 

B-Res Round 7      Won 

Beat the Old Iggies to finish 2008 on a high 

B-Res Round 8      Lost 

Lost first innings, but played well to save the outright 

B-Res Round 9      Lost 

Lost the toss, fielded in the heat, exhausted when time to bat 

 

C-Grade Round 7      Lost 

Lost 9 wickets, The Bats lost only one.  

C-Grade Round 8      Bye 

Had the two week bye to start the year 

C-Grade Round 9      Lost 

Lost a close game with a couple players short.  

 

C 1-Day (Round 11)     Lost 

They Lost 

C 1-Day (Round 12)     Won 

They won 

C 1-Day (Round 13)     Won 

They won.  

C 1-Day (Round 14)     Lost 

They lost, no report for any games so not sure what happened. 

 

.
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A-Grade Match Report 
 

Round 7 

North Sydney Leagues 75   

Lost To Kirribilli Crusaders 135  FM Arif 5/14 P Thomson 2/29 

 

Both teams collapsed after the drinks break, the bears crash was more dramatic. 

 

There were a couple of highlights, Farzie bagged 5 wickets and Linc took a screamer one handed catch 

on the boundary. 

 

 

Round 8 

North Sydney Leagues 152 M Kings 37 B Benson  and 3/70 M Kings 30* 

Lost to North Shore 8/427(dec)  J Wilton 3/84 C Reid 2/61 

 

Round 8 saw the Bears take on competition front runners, North Shore. It was a hot day and the pitch 

looked like a road. Unfortunately the toss didn’t go our way and as expected were asked to bowl. 

 

Wilton and CamO opened and bowled better then the score book suggests often troubling the North 

Shore openers. CamO was the first to strike finding a leading edge which was skied to Mid On to Junior 

who judged the catch to perfection, making it look easier then it really was. Wilton striked next 

trapping the batsman in front who was then fired, LBW. 

 

Unfortunately for the Bears it 

was another day of poor fielding 

and bad luck. Wilton hit the 

stumps twice in 2 balls with the 

bails staying put. Catches went 

down behind the stumps and the 

inside edge of the bat was the 

scoring shot of choice for the NS 

batsman. 

 

 

North Shore finished the day 8 

declared for 427. 

 

Bears turn to bat and on arrival 

to the ground theDOC and Doyle 

uncovered the deck to witness a 

sweaty pitch with marks burnt 

across it.  

 

Requiring 6.01/over for the win the Champagne was in the eskey chilling. The mood was good and the 

boys ready to chase down the runs with over’s to spare. 



V Mosman 

V Mosman 
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A-Grade Match Report 
 

2/10 after not many saw the Bears not getting off to the start they wanted as both openers (DOC 1, 

Buddle 2) fell to good bowling. North Shore were already talking of an outright win. 

 

Doyle (6), Thomo (17) and BB (18) all came and went playing some aggressive shots until arguably 

playing a little too aggressive. Resistance came in the form of some good batting and running between 

the wickets with MK (37) and Junior (20*) at the crease, before MK was beaten by himself bring Farsi 

(24) to the crease. 

 

Mention must be made of Junior who produced an unbeaten innings of sensible batting with just the 

right amount of arrogance. Twice walking down the pitch during the bowlers delivery and working the 

ball away for runs. 

 

Bears all out in their 1st innings for 152 after tea. 

 

North Shore Sent understandable had a spring in their step and sent us back in again getting the early 

wicket of Junior (1), LBW, who was keen to open after being unbeaten in the first. Doyle (12) started 

to look the goods before thinking of beer and getting a good one. Thomo (0) came and went straight 

after. 

 

3/24 and North Shore were thinking an Outright win was on the way. MK (30*) and theDOC (15*) 

however thought otherwise both playing from the text book and picking up runs with ease. 3/24 turned 

into 3/70 and the wind that was in the sails of North Shore had gone. With 7 over’s remaining in the 

last our it was time for beer with the Bears winning the 2nd half of the day. 

 

A disappointing result which will be turned around come round 9 when we take on Cammeray at 

Willoughby. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Editor: Thanks to Farzi for the photos) 
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A-Grade Match Report 
 

Round 9 

North Sydney Leagues 9/217 L Baker 94 

Beat Cammeray 161 J Wilton 4 fa P Thomson 3 fa 

 

Bears win… 

 

On an extremely hot day, with the temperature gauge over 40 degrees, the aim was to win the toss 

and have a bat. 1st objective achieved. The skipper was thinking heads as the coin was tossed. Tails 

came out of the mouth though. Thanks, we will have a bat… 

 

Lincoln and Buddle Senior opened the batting and got the Bears off to a great start. Thommo was 

promoted to pinch hit and upped the run rate from 3 an over to 5 an over. Some good batting from 

Morgs and Chowy again settled the innings and raised the run rate again. The team batted around 

Lincoln who was on fire. Lincoln was out in the final over for 94 runs. In come Pearcey who belted 11 

off the last 4 balls to get us to 9 for 217 off 40 overs. Very impressive contribution from the entire 

team and a very defendable score. 

 

Wilton and Thommo opened the bowling to some big shots played by the Cammeray openers. A couple 

of quick early wickets was needed and the skipper delivered with 2. Cammeray 2 for 28. 

 

Some excellent bowling from Lincoln and Morgs tied down the Cammeray batsmen in the middle 

stages and they both bowled without much luck. Some changes were made and back come Wilton and 

Thommo for a 2 over spurt each. 3 wickets fell in those 4 overs with Thommo being on a hattrick. 

Cammeray 5 for 95. Wickets then fell consistently from that stage on with Doyle taking a vital wicket 

bowled as Cammeray tried to get back in the game. Another wicket to Wilton and a run out finished 

the game with Cammeray 9 for 161 off 33.2 overs. 

 

Wilton 4 wickets, Thommo 3 wickets and Doyle 1 wicket. 

 

2 catches to Buddle Junior and 1 to Morgs. 

 

It is amazing what this team can achieve when catches are held and the ground fielding was excellent. 

The keeping from Buddle Junior was great. Was also great to see players throw themselves around and 

special mention to Buddle Senior in the field and Pearcey for his harbour bridge to almost stop a ball. 

Always memorable…… 

 

Lincoln would be the skippers nomination for player of the round. His effort for the entire day in the 

heat was exceptional. 

 

A great win to the bears. 

 

 



V Mosman 

V Mosman 
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B-Res Match Report 
 

Round 7 

North Sydney Leagues 203 E Hyder 42 B Banning 34 P Nusalim 25 * 

Beat Old Ignatians 165 R Moon 3/15 R Wallace 3/44 

 

No Report 

 

 

Round 8 

North Sydney Leagues 114 N McGrath 29 and 259 B Banning 79 P Nusalim 45 R Moon 27 N McGrath 

25 

Lost (First Innings) to NSSC 172 R Wallace 5/5 JR Smart 3/42 and 6/199 JR Smart 2/47 R Moon 

2/52 

 

Bears win the toss and have a bat in the first game back after the Chrissie break in 2009, Worms and 

Robby got us off to a great start losing the first wicket for 40 runs. Worms top scored with 29 runs 

with Moon, BB and Swanny only other bats to make it into double figures the rest failed with most 

getting themselves out due to bad shots and not concentrating. Their spinner claiming 4 bears bats. 

Not a great start to the New Year as we got rolled for 114. 

 

Our turn to take the field with Smart and Creedy opening the bowling attack, we broke through with a 

bowling change when Moony found the edge and Pat taking a catch behind the stumps with the score 

on 23. The opposition then put on 55 runs for the second wicket with smart taking a caught & bowled 

chance. If it wasn’t for their number 1 bat making 75 runs, we were well and truly in this game. Robby 

with his first ball cleaned bowled him and then destroyed their lower order with figures 6 over’s, 3 

maidens, 5 wickets, 5 runs, Great effort Robby. Smart taking 3 wickets our next best with the ball. 

They were 9 fa at this stage with 1 over to bowl in the day. Swanny was given the ball and broke 

through with 2 balls to spare and rolled them for 172.   

 

Day 2 - Bears second innings - behind by 58 runs, captain decides to attack opening the bat with 

worms and Pat who did not let the captain down by smashing the ball all over the park. Pat clubbing a 

couple of beauties over the fence and losing 2 of their new pills. We lost our first wicket with 69 runs 

on the board and ahead by 11, Pat making a very quick 45 and was caught trying to bring up his 50 

with a 6. BB was very lucky in one over, close to be stumped and then dropped on not too many, but 

made them pay for it by top scoring with a well timed 79 runs, great effort BB. Moon 29 and worms 25 

next best with the bat and the rest into double figures except for the skipper. Special mention for Jezza 

who batted injured made a quick fire 19 and at one staged ran (limped) a two. Well done lads, better 

effort shame we weren’t able to score 259 in the first innings. 
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B-Res Match Report 
 

After tea we had around 40 over’s to bowl them out and they needed 200 runs to win outright….game 

on. Again we struggled to get their openers out, not with bad bowling or fielding they just batted well. 

I have to say we all tried very hard and it was a pleaser to be captain of 

this side, none one gave in and smarty was inspirational bowling and in 

the field. Smarty finally got the first wicket we needed after they put on 

142 for the first wicket. It was a very sharp caught & bowled which 

started the wickets falling. Smarty then ran out their number 1 bat on 82 

with the score on 154. The game was very close at this stage with a few 

more run outs and 2 or 3 that weren’t given which didn’t help our 

chances. Moon 2 fa and smart 2 fa bowled very well at the depth when 

the game was very close and the fielding was good, considering we pick 

up a few injuries.  

 

If a few decisions had gone our way we could have won this game, but in 

the end the game came down to the last over of the match with all the 

pressure on Moon and the field. They need 9 runs to win outright and we 

needed 4 wickets. Then It all came down to the last ball they need 2 

runs, Moon bowled slightly full and wide-ish off stump, the batsmen played and missed straight 

through to the keeper, the non-striker ran through, Pat pick up the ball running from behind the 

stumps and ran out batsmen on strike at the other end. They fell short by 2 runs. Well done boys for a 

great effort in the field, we could have let this game slid and lost outright but we fought to the very 

end….very pleasing…… 

 

Muddo 

 

 

Round 9 

North Sydney Leagues 149 J Creedy 43  

Lost To West Pymble 8/208(cc) J Creedy 3/39 R Moon 2/26 

 

It was hot, stinking hot. 

 

We lost the toss, fielded, and did ok to keep them to about 200 on quick outfield. Moony, Creedy and 

Smarty bowled well in the heat and there were good efforts in the field despite the conditions. During 

the end of their innings young Moony was on a hat trick and bowled nearly the perfect ball, just missing 

the off stump, and then the keeper (pat) had a shy as the batsman was not in his ground missing by 

the smallest of margins too. Nearly Moony….. Nearly. 

 

Batting, a lot of starts but weary heads played weary shots. The best was Creedy (43) but the drinks 

break curse struck again. 

 

Cheers, 

Swanny (on behalf of Muddo) 
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C-Grade Match Report 
 

Round 7 

North Sydney Leagues 9/193(cc) N McGrath 62 C Ashton 37 N Mannix 25* 

Lost To The Bats 1/204 

 

No Report 

 

 

Round 8 

North Sydney Leagues Bye 

 

Started the year with two weeks off. 

 

 

Round 9 

North Sydney Leagues 127 N McGrath 35 H Heathwood 33 

Lost to Comenarra 6/139 D Callesen 2/25 J Kaunitz 2/29 

 

Well it was a stinkin hot day made a little more difficult by the late news that we'd be one down to kick 

off the day.  

 

Thankfully we won the toss and I had no hesitation in electing to bat first. Our batting was a bit feeble 

though with only two players really showing any resistance. Jules held the tail together to score 20 odd 

while Harry was superb hitting 30 odd in the trying conditions. 

 

Thanks to the frustrating local rules at Barra Brui we were robbed of 18 runs, and given we were two 

short we struggled to post a competitive total, but runs on the board in these conditions beats chasing 

after spending 30 overs in the field any day. 

 

We took the field trying to stack the field on the side they couldn't hit sixes on. It didn't really work. We 

did take a few quick wickets and looked in the hunt albeit briefly until one of their batsman took the 

game by the scruff of the neck. He ended up with a game winning 40 odd after he had bowled well in 

our innings too. 

 

Full credit to Commenara for playing as well as they did in the conditions, had we had a full 11 who 

knows how we could have gone. 

 

Better luck next week fellas... 
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The Centerfold 
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C-1Day Match Reports 
 

Round 11 

North Sydney Leagues 181 J Yardley 65 S Wadwania 41 

Lost to Cammeray 8/196(cc) W Chaudry 2/34 R Ayoub 2/43 

 

No Report  

 

 

Round 12 

North Sydney Leagues 6/172 D Giffin 65 J Kan 28* 

Beat North Shore 171 R Ayoub 3/27 S Eyles 2/28 

 

No Report  

 

 

Round 13 

North Sydney Leagues 2/179 M Coffey 97* R Ayoub 45 

Defeated Lindfield Ramrods 174 S Kendall 4/22 J Yardley 2/35 

 

No Report 

 

 

Round 14 

North Sydney Leagues 271 J Yardley 116 J Kan 43 S Eyles 36 T 
Ha 31 

Lost to Kirribilli Crusaders 5/357 E Hage 2/64 R Ayoub 2/93 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Emperor is disappointed with the lack of reports 
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Bear Wear 
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Player Performances 

 

As this Growl covers a couple of rounds (again) there are three players 

up for player of the rounds. 

 

Congratulations to Farzi who took 5 fa 14, Coffey for an unbeaten 97* 

and Linc for his 94 runs with the bat  

 

In other performances in various rounds 

 

In A-Grade, Vanilla bagged a couple of 3 fa’s, and Thommo bowled 

well for a 3 fa and a 2 fa. 

 

In B-Res, Moony has been consistently taking wickets, Creedy 

knocked up 43, Robbie took 5 for 5 off 6,BB scored 79 and Ed got a 

42. 

  

In C-Grade, Worms belted (I assume there was intent while batting) 

62 and Harry scored 33. 

 

In C-1 Day, Yards scored a 116 & 65, Rick scored 45 and continued 

his wicket taking ways to take the top of the bowling table. 

 

 

 

Previous Winners 08/09 

 

1. James Yardley 57* 

2. Chris Ashton 84 

3. Tom Ayoub 68* 

4. Brent Banning 62, 4/51, 

4/69 

5. Harry Heathwood 45 

6. Jason Wilton 4/17 & 29*  

7. F Arif 5/14 

8. M Coffey 97* 

9. L Baker 94 
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Milestones 

 

Congratulations to the following players who have already reached a milestone this season: 

Games 

John Creedy – 50 games 

  

Bowling 

Peter Edwards – 100 wickets in the NSCA 

Jason Wilton – 100 wickets in the NSCA 

John Creedy – 100 wickets in the NSCA 

Rick Ayoub  – 100 wickets in the NSCA 

  

Batting 

Brent Banning – 1000 runs 

Ashley Chow – 500 runs 

James Yardley – 500 runs 

  

Batting Partnerships 

4th Wicket – 174 Paul Thompson & Nick McGrath 

Round 4 – C grade against North Shore 

This is also the highest partnership since we returned to the NSCA 

  

Fielding 

Michael Gullis – 50 catches 

  

Ducks 

Jason Smart – 8 = just 3 short of joining Marty Irwin and Dale Wood at the top with 11 
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Statistics 

 

The Duck list is getting longer…. 

Total Runs 
   

Ducks 
 Name Runs 

  
Name Ducks 

Yardley, James 539 
  

Eyles, Steve 3 

Thomson, Paul 514 
  

Smart, Jason R 3 

McGrath, Nick 348 
  

Blamire, Paul 2 

Banning, Brent 328 
  

Callesen, Dean 2 

Ayoub, Tom 298 
  

Creedy, Cameron 2 

    
Creedy, John 2 

Best Batting 
   

Eales, Tony 2 

Name Best 
  

Giffin, David 2 

Thomson, Paul 145 
  

Gullis, Michael 2 

Yardley, James 116 
  

Hage, Elias 2 

Nusalim, Patrick 101 
  

Heathwood, Harry 2 

Coffey, Michael 97* 
  

McGrath, Nick 2 

McGrath, Nick 88 
  

Nusalim, Patrick 2 

    
Pearce, Darren 2 

Wickets 
   

Wallace, Rob 2 

Name Wickets 
  

Aftab, Azm 1 

Ayoub, Rick 27 
  

Ayoub, Norman 1 

Swanson, Greg 25 
  

Ayoub, Rick 1 

Hage, Elias 23 
  

Ayoub, Tom 1 

Thomson, Paul 18 
  

Cartwright, Julian 1 

Yardley, James 17 
  

Doyle, John 1 

    
Fischer-Gray, Saxon 1 

Best Bowling 
   

Fraser, Bradley 1 

Name Best 
  

Garrett, Elliott 1 

Swanson, Greg 7/39 
  

Karamanian, Garo 1 

Arif, Farhan M 5/14 
  

Mannix, Nick 1 

Hage, Elias 5/36 
  

McDonald, Troy 1 

Wallace, Rob 5/5 
  

Moon, Rod 1 

Wilton, Jason 4/17 
  

O'Heir, Brendan 1 

    
Raman, Raj 1 

Catches 
   

Sowell, Jeremy 1 

Name Catches 
  

Thomson, Paul 1 

Ayoub, Rick 7 
  

Wadwania, Shezzad 1 

Creedy, John 6 
  

Wilton, Jason 1 

Eyles, Steve 6 
    Smart, Jason R 6 
    Yardley, James 6 
    

      Keeping 
     Name Stumpings Catches 

   Shah, Steve 3 13 
   Nusalim, Patrick 0 6 
   Kings, Mathew 1 4 
   Eyles, Steve 2 3 
   Chow, Ashley 1 2 
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Messages From the Club 

 

Member’s subscriptions 
 

Member’s subscriptions for the 2008-09 season stands at $240.00 (Note that this DOES NOT include 

Leagues Club membership). 

Please have your subs paid in full by the end of round 3 (both one and 2 day comps).If you Would like 

to pay your subs in installments, please contact me directly to discuss further Minimum installment 

amounts of $50.00 is preferable). 

If you know in advance that you will not be available for the full season or at least 3/4 of the season, 

please let me know. We can offer you an alternative of a per game fee. This can be paid either 

electronically or directly to your captain before the game or to me personally. Please speak to me to 

confirm the amount. 

If you intend to make payments directly to the cricket club account via Internet Banking, please ensure 

that you put your name in the "additional notes" field of the deposit so I know you have paid. 

NSLCC Account: 

BSB: 732-229 

Account: 549409 

It is important that all players are aware that the executive together with the selection committee have 

agreed & will enforce the policy of NO PAY, NO PLAY so it is in both yours & the club's best interest to 

finalize your member’s subscriptions as soon as possible. 

For More details please contact either myself, your captain or a member of the Executive. 

 

Jason Smart, 

N.S.L.C.C. Treasurer 

Jasonrsmart@hotmail.com 
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Notices 
 


